
CLA Conference: Saturday Nov. 10, 2018

Dialogue and Facilitation Skills:
Community of Practice



The Changing Role of Libraries
§ Libraries are serving as community hubs
• Librarians often asked to assume role of facilitator
• Most are “learning by doing”

§ Fall 2017 statewide survey showed high level of interest in 
more training to build facilitation skills

§ CSL sponsored two facilitation webinars in Spring 2018
§ Interested in building a community of practice, developing 

skills for libraries’ internal and community-facing purposes
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Think-Pair-Share

To practice listening:
• Choose a partner, someone you do not know well

• You will each have 2 minutes to listen to the 
other person, being fully present



Think-Pair-Share

Take a 2 minute turn with this question:

Share a time when you felt really 
included at a meeting and 
encouraged to contribute



Librarians & 
Facilitation
Starting Points

I



Librarian Service versus Facilitation

Same
• Welcoming

• Open/neutral

• No value judgments

• Jointly making sense 



Librarian Service versus Facilitation

Different
• Not just one-on-one

• Supporting a whole group

• Not being the expert

• May not have clear answers

Same
• Welcoming

• Open/neutral

• No value judgments

• Jointly making sense 



A “conscious” listener is:
• “Neutral" and 

non-judgmental
• Curious and 

engaged throughout
• Listening to the 

whole person
• Using “friendly focus”



Role of the Facilitator

• When you are an 
instructor, the group is 
learning by listening 
to you
• When you are a 

facilitator, the group is 
learning by listening to 
each other



Recipes give us confidence, 
but we have to cook with the 
ingredients we have.



Comparing Debate and Dialogue

Debate Dialogue

Two Sides Multiple perspectives

Listen to enhance position Listen to learn and connect

Winners and losers Exchange for mutual understanding

Stressful; can easily trigger reactivity Opens path to new possibilities



Beginning facilitation

Facilitator as “chief listener”; 
at the center of the group

More advanced facilitation

Facilitator helps everyone in 
the room listen to each other



Common misperception: Facilitators “smooth things over” 

• The root word “facile” is often 
translated as “make easy”
• Yet, your role is to help a group 

do its work, which may not be 
easy
• Effective facilitation puts 

people “at ease” as they 
broaden their perspective 
and/or grapple with an issue



Foundational premise:
Everyone has something 
valuable to contribute



Preparing 
to 
Facilitate

II



Begin with the end in mind

•Content: What will people learn 
and share?
•Experience: How will people feel? 



Skillful facilitation: preparation + practice

• Purpose/Framing
• StructureMeeting Design

• Understanding yourself
• Understanding your audience

Preparing to 
Facilitate 

• What you do
• What the group does

Supporting the 
Conversation



Participant-Based Meeting Design

• Set clear expectations for meeting 
goal(s) and participant role

• Match design, timing, location and 
logistics to goal and participant needs

• Provide “just enough” information 
• Anticipate learning and communication 

styles
• Leave flexibility to observe and adjust

Meeting 
Design



Mapping the 
Participant
Journey



Designing for Inclusive Contributions
Structure with multiple occasions and 

multiple formats for sharing
- When people walk in the room
- Icebreaker; get people talking with 

a few others as soon as possible
- Mix of large group and small group
- Provide chances to reflect and write 

solo before sharing
- On sensitive topics, comments can 

be drawn out of a box  

Meeting 
Design



Sample Conversation Guidelines

• Treat each other with 
respect
• Listen to learn
•Help make sure everyone 

has a chance to share
•Assume good intentions
• Your questions are valuable

Preparing to 
Facilitate



Understanding Your Audience

Be Curious About Your Participants
• How many will know each other?  
• Will they bring more positive or more 

negative experiences with past 
meetings?
• What cultural and generational 

variables do you anticipate? 
• Are there recent developments to be 

sensitive to?

Preparing to 
Facilitate



Understanding Yourself & Your Role

What is your starting point?
•Mindset of authentic 

facilitation
• Vulnerability and 

transparency
• Touchpoints: “Recognize 

what you bring to the 
interaction.”

Preparing to 
Facilitate



The “Arc” of the Conversation
Supporting the 
Conversation



Key practice:  Aligning group expectations

• Recognize that we all bring 
a variety of expectations
• Clarify meeting purpose; 

create space for people to 
adjust  their expectations
• Create early opportunities 

for people to contribute
• Consistently model inclusion

Supporting the 
Conversation



Key practice: Navigating uncertainty together

• Encourage persistent curiosity
• Embrace the messiness of the 

process
• Create opportunities for 

participants to share reactions
• Allow the group to drive the 

meaning-making

Supporting the 
Conversation



Skillfull facilitation: preparation + practice

• Purpose/Framing
• StructureMeeting Design

• Understanding yourself
• Understanding your audience

Preparing to 
Facilitate 

• What you do
• What the group does

Supporting the 
Conversation



Small Group Discussion
What did you hear that 
resonates for you? What 
questions do you have?



Resources for Library Facilitators

• Feb 7 webinar: Facilitating Multi-Dimensional Listening      
vimeo.com/254771490

• March 7 webinar: Facilitating Constructive Contributions
vimeo.com/259070177

• Harwood Public Innovations for CA Public Libraries 
www.library.ca.gov/services/to-libraries/harwood/

• Libraries Lead the Way http://ckgroup.org/libraries-lead-the-way/ 

• Libraries Transforming Communities -- ALA & NCDD: www.ala.org/ltc-models

https://vimeo.com/254771490
https://vimeo.com/259070177
http://www.library.ca.gov/services/to-libraries/harwood/
http://www.ala.org/ltc-models


Thank You!


